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ABSTRACT
The investment by the retail investors is ought to be most critical in the capital market. The reason of
this because they have the least amount of expertise in the domain of financial report analysis and
understanding the basic concepts of the financial statements. Moreover, understanding accounting
jargons is not a cup of tea for everyone. Thus, the research is an attempt to study the impact of cash flow
reporting on the individual shareholders investment decision. The study reveals that the investors are
not confident about the impact of the cash flow reported on their investment decision process.
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CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORKThe Cash flow statement is considered oneof the most important financial statement fromthe point of view of information for investors.The cash flow statement provides the details ofnot only operating, financing and investmentactivities but it also provides the details ofoutcome from each activity in terms of real cashinflow or outflow. The profit and loss account atthe same time only provides information aboutthe operating activities output that too on accrualbasis.The retail investors often do not understandthe complexity of the Balance Sheet and IncomeStatement. Earnings reported by the firms seemto be the most attracting variable but at the sametime the most difficult one to understand andanalyze. By looking at the figure of the profitreported in the Income Statement of the Companyone cannot make any decision as the figure takescontribution of many combinations of expenses,losses, incomes and gains, sometimes actual andsometimes manipulated. Satyam Computer's scam

in the year 2009 is one of such case where thecompany manipulated their financial statementsto showcase a higher profit and increased valueof the assets in the balance sheet. Hence,understanding of the profit figure is alwaysquestionable and especially the knowledge of theretail investor is always at doubt. A study byBaker (1971) shows statements containinginformation about cost-volume-profit relationshiphad been found more useful by different groupsof accounting information user.Thus, the cash flow statement can becomea source of information which can be easilyunderstood by the investor's. This is because asthe cash flow statement reports the inflow andoutflow in real terms from different activities.And ought to be understood easily as comparedto the other statements like Income statementand Balance Sheet. Financial statements arelargely used by the institutional investors such asinsurance companies, mutual fund companiesand many more and then by the financial analysts.The uses of company's financial report by the
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69retail investor has always been very minimal butat the same time it is the retail investor who fixesthe higher return as one of the most importantcriteria for making an investment. Therefore, theresearcher felt the need to study the impact cashflow reports on the retail investors' investmentdecision.
BUSINESS ACTIVITIES TO MEASUREA business engages in three fundamentalactivities-financing, investing, and operating.Output of each of these activities has importancefor the shareholders from the point of view oftheir investment decision.
 Financing activities are transactionsinvolving external sources of funding. Thereare two basic sources of this external funding-the owners of the company who invest theirown funds in the business, and creditorswho lend money to the company. With thisfinancing, the company engages in investingactivities.
 Investing activities include the purchaseand sale of (1) long-term resources such asland, buildings, equipment, and machineryand (2) any resources not directly related toa company's normal operations. Once theseinvestments are in place, the company hasthe resources needed to run the businessand can perform operating activities.
 Operating activities include transactionsthat relate to the primary operations of thecompany, such as providing products andservices to customers and the associatedcosts of doing so, like utilities, taxes,advertising, wages, rent, and maintenance.

COMPANY'S FINANCIAL REPORTINGFinancial reporting which is an integral partof an annual report may be defined ascommunication of published financial statementsand related information from a businessenterprise to third parties (external users)including shareholders, creditors, customers,government authorities and the public. It is thereporting of accounting information of an entity(individual, firm, company, government

enterprise) to a user or group of users. (Lal,2002)Significantly, a vital component of the annualreport is the company's accounts- normallytermed the financial statements. These keystatements include:
 The profit and loss account or IncomeStatement with annexed schedules.
 The balance sheet with schedules annexedwith it.
 The cash flow statementThe above statements provide the necessaryinformation to the investors to make judgmentabout the output of the different businessactivities.  Investors have resources in surpluswhich they are willing to invest. In order todecide which investment option provides thebetter opportunity, most often, they analyzecompanies' financial accounting information inmaking their decision. In fact, financial accountinginformation is essential to making goodinvestment decisions.The statement of cash flows can be animportant source of information to investors. Itprovides the details of the output from the allkinds of business activities of an entity. Investorsuse the relationship between net income(revenues minus expenses) and operating cashflows (cash flows from revenue and expenseactivities) to forecast a company's futureprofitability. Comparison of operating cash flowsand investing cash flows help to assess acompany's ability to repay debt. Financingactivities provide information to investors aboutthe different sources of external financing of thecompany.

INVESTMENT DECISIONInvestment is defined as an act of sacrificingcurrent resources in expectation of the growth inthe value of such resources in future. Making adecision of investment can be studied in threestages: first to buy any securities, second to holdthose for a period and lastly to decide to salethem.In the first stage of Investment, the investorshave the past or current financial information of
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70   [ ISSN 0973-936X ]the company where he/ she thinks to invest. Thedecision comes out on the basis of the investors'understanding of the past or current financial ornon-financial information available to him or her.The decision of making the investment becomeseven more suitable to the investors in fulfillingtheir expectations, if they could as accurately asanalyse the future trends of the company'sperformance and position in the market. Thedifferent information used by the investors isacquired from different sources and the financialreport published by the company becomes one ofthe most important sources of information. Thefinancial report help the investor to understandthe current status of the company and furtherenables it to compare the same with the other,which helps in positioning of the company.Once the investor is done with the firststage of the investment decision, the second stagethat is the decision of how long to hold it, alsoneeds a continuous analysis and observation ofthe company's performance and of the markettrends. Here the company's growth trend ascompared to the industry and market trend playsa vital role. Investors very often get scared by theunusual movements in the stock market andmake hasty decision to sale their investments,but a good investment strategy always suggestbuying more if the fundamentals of the companyare strong even if the market falls. Because, ifcompany's fundamentals are strong it can recoverin the long term and the investor may averagetheir investments. Investments need continuousevaluation and revision in order to meet theexpectations of the investors.Lastly, the decision to sale any investmentis indeed the most crucial and complicateddecision because the movement we sale anyinvestment the market either takes an upward,downward or continues to show the same trend.Now these trends actually decide whether thedecision of selling the investment was correct orwrong. If the market falls then it gives a feelingthat decision of selling the investment was correctand on the other hand, if the market takes anupward trend then it makes the investor feel badas he or she might have earned more if they could

have hold the investment for some more time.Thus, setting the exit point in the capital marketis the most difficult decision that the investortakes.At all these stages the investor need to dosome amount of analysis which helps them toestimate the company growth aspect and theirexpectations fulfillment with the right investment.The company's financial reports have alwaysplayed a very important role in providing theinformation to the investor at each stage of theirinvestment process.
REVIEW OF LITERATUREThe study of the existing literature helps theresearcher to draw the inference of the study andalso helps to acquire in depth knowledge aboutthe subject. The following are the review of somerelated literature:Baker et al (1973) conducted a study inmetropolitan Washington D.C. They used 33factors which are used in the investment analysisand the investors were instructed to indicate therelative importance of each factor on 5 pointscale. The future economic growth and prospectswere reported of the most importance to theindividual investors followed by other 15 factors.Franco et al (2008) develop a new metric ofand study the capital market consequences offirm comparability. According to them investors,regulators, academics, and researchers allemphasize the importance of comparability. Theyfind that analyst following is increasing incomparability, and that comparability is positivelyassociated with forecast accuracy and negativelyrelated to bias and dispersion in earningsforecasts. Their results suggest comparabilityenhances a firm's information environment, abenefit to capital market participants.Hollister et al (2008) in their study for ninecountries they found that the components ofaccrual accounting earnings provide informationincremental to that of current cash flows fromoperations in explaining next year's cash flowsfrom operations. They relate the usefulness ofaccounting earnings components for explainingnear-term cash flows to certain country
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71characteristics-common/code-law jurisdiction,accrual index, shareholders' rights, anduncertainty avoidance. Their study provideevidence that accounting accruals generated byshorter horizon, code-law regimes provide moreincremental explanatory power for short-termpredictions than those of longer horizon,common-law countries.Fisher et al (2006) according to them successin investing largely depends on (a) discoverynew and credible information rapidly and inmore details than other do and (b) applyingsuperior judgment to ascertain the relevance ofthe information to the decision at hand. Anoverwhelming weight is placed by analyst andinvestors on the information contained in thefinancial statements of firms. One critical reasonsfor this reliance lies in the vouchsafed nature ofthe statements because their form and contentsis controlled under a variety of rules, regulationand statues. The investors tend to accept financialstatements as the closest thing to completecredibility in information available to them.Kothari et al (2003) in their research paperfound that corporate disclosures, reports in thefinancial press, and analysts' reports anddiscussion of corporate performance all enhancethe information reflected in stock prices.The members of the Financial CrisisAdvisory Group (FCAG) reported to the Membersof the International Accounting Standards Boardand the US Financial Accounting Standards Board(2009) that financial reporting is of greatimportance to investors and other financialmarket participants in their resource allocationdecisions and to regulators and other users. Theconfidence of all these users in the transparencyand integrity of financial reporting is criticallyimportant to global financial stability and soundeconomic growth.
STATEMENT OF PROBLEMThus the study is an attempt to find theanswer to the statement, "What role the

company's cash flow reports play in theinvestment decision making process of theshareholder?"
OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDYThe study is conducted to study the impactof company's cash flow reporting on theshareholders' investment decision making.
RESEARCH HYPOTHESISThe proposed study is expected to test thefollowing hypothesis empirically: -

Null Hypothesis:
H01 -The cash flow reported by the companydon't have any impact on the shareholders'investment decision making.
Alternative Hypothesis:
H11 - The cash flow reported by the companyhave impact on the shareholders' investmentdecision making.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Nature of Research: The research isempirical and analytical in nature.
Data used: Primary data has been used forcollecting responses from the individual investors.Primary Data has been collected using thequestionnaire. Secondary has been collected forpreparing the theoretical background and for thereview of literature.
Scope of the Study: The present study coversthe trading account holders registered at thedifferent terminals of the sub- brokers operatingin the Dibrugarh and Tinsukia town of Assam.
Population Size: In Dibrugarh and Tinsukiatowns there are approximately 3,700 tradingaccount holders registered at different terminalsof Sub Broking firms as disclosed by the brokingfirms.
Sample Size: A sample of 349 retailinvestors has been taken to achieve the setobjectives at 95 % level of confidence.
Method of Sampling : Simple randomsampling method has been used to collect the
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Method of Survey: A questionnaire has beensevered to the respondent to elicit informationrelated to their demographic details as well astheir opinions or views on the impact of thereported earnings on the investment decisionprocess. Respondent has been requested toprovide their opinion on 7 Point Likert Scale againsteach statement of assertions. Each statement ofassertions stands to identify the different measuresof cash flow reported by a company.
Terminology Used: The terms 'Educated'and 'Non-Educated' has been used to categorisedthose investors who on an average believes thatthe reported earnings have impact on theshareholders' investment decision making andthose who don't believes the same respectively.If a respondent's average opinion is less than the

average of the averages of all the respondentsthan he or she is considered a "Non-Educated"and vice-versa.The term investor has been being used forthe individual shareholder investor.
DATA ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS:The data collected has been analysed usingthe statistics like simple average, Chi-Square testand has been represented using tables.Analysis of the opinion of the respondents onthe impact of cash flow reporting on theshareholders' investment decision makingprocess.The following statements of assertions hasbeen used to collect the investors' opinion on theimpact of the cash flow reporting on theirinvestment decision.

Table1.10.1
Title: Ranking of the Statements of Assertions

Statement of Assertions Average RankAmount of cash flow out of operational activities as a supportinginformation against profit shown in Profit & Loss Account. 4.2149 3Amount of cash Sales tentatively indicates portion of cash profit 3.7536 4Decrease in Cash and Bank balance in comparison to previous year'sbalance may indicate use of working capital for acquisition orconstruction of Fixed Assets. 3.5673 5A sudden or unexpected sale of fixed assets may indicate the tendancyof the company to slip off from its core activities. 3.4928 6Volume of cash realised by issue of Equity share indicates standingof the Company in Financial Market. 4.6504 2Increased amount of cash or cash equivalent indicates better liquidity 5.1461 1
Source: Primary data from questionnaireTable 1.10.1 states the ranking of thedifferent statements of assertions. The aboveassertions has been used to study the opinion ofthe investors about impact of cash flow reportingon their investment decision process. On thebasis of the above table it is observed that theincreased amount of cash or cash equivalent isconsidered the most important factor by theinvestors followed by amount of cash realised byissue of Equity share indicating standing of the

Company in Financial Market. Whereas, suddensale of fixed assets is least observed by theinvestors' in their investment decision.The average score of the opinion of theinvestors on the different statement of assertionsis also analysed. This has been done in order tofind out their stand on the impact of all thesefactors in their investment decision process.Table 1.10.2 represents the analysis of theassertions:
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Table 1.10.2

Title: Analysis of the Assertions

Statement of Assertions Average Interpretation
Score of the

Average ScoreAmount of cash flow out of operational activities as a supportinginformation against profit shown in Profit & Loss Account. 4.2149 Neither Agree norDisagreeAmount of cash Sales tentatively indicates portion of cash profit 3.7536 Neither Agree norDisagreeDecrease in Cash and Bank balance in comparison to previousyear's balance may indicate use of working capital for acquisitionor construction of Fixed Assets. 3.5673 Neither Agree norDisagreeA sudden or unexpected sale of fixed assets may indicate thetendancy of the company to slip off from its core activities. 3.4928 DisagreeVolume of cash realised by issue of Equity share indicates standingof the Company in Financial Market. 4.6504 AgreeIncreased amount of cash or cash equivalent indicates betterliquidity 5.1461 AgreeAverage of the Averages 4.1375 Neither Agree norDisagree
Source: Primary data from questionnaireFrom the above analysis it is being observedthat the investors neither agree nor disagree tothe statements of the assertions. That means thecompany's reported cash flows may or may nothave impact on the investors' investment decisionmaking process.Further, t- test statistics has been used totest the significance between the company's

reported cash flows and investors' investmentdecision making. For this purpose first of all thenormality of the data has been checked using onesample Kolmogrov-Smirnov Test. The test hasbeen conducted for average opinion of therespondents against each statement of assertions.The following table represents the statistics forthe test:
Table 1.10.3 One-Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov TestVAR00001N 6Normal Parametersa Mean 4.1375Std. Deviation .66110Most Extreme Differences Absolute .221Positive .221Negative -.164Kolmogorov-Smirnov Z .542Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) .931a. Test distribution is Normal. Source: Primary data from questionnaire
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74   [ ISSN 0973-936X ]In the above table, it has been seen that thecalculated Asymp Sig (p-values) is 0.931, whichis greater than the 0.05. Thus, it can be interpretedthat the data that considered for performing one-sample t-test is normally distributed.Hence, t- test has been performed to test thesignificance between the company's reported cashflows and investors' investment decision making.For this purpose the population mean has been

taken from the pilot study conducted with asample of 50 respondents i.e. 4.14.Null Hypothesis (H0): There is no significantrelationship between Company's reported cashflow and the investors' investment decisionmaking.Alternative Hypothesis (H1): There is asignificant relationship between Company'sreported cash flow and the investors' investmentdecision making.
Table 1.10.4

Title: Calculation of t-test statisticsX (X - X ) (X - X )24.2149 0.0774 0.0059851733.7536 -0.3840 0.1474207933.5673 -0.5702 0.3251286943.4928 -0.6447 0.4156369824.6504 0.5129 0.2630602385.1461 1.0086 1.017265868 X = 4.1375 ∑(X – X ) = 0 ∑(X – X ) = 02= 2.174497746
Source: Primary data from questionnairet- test Statistics =( X   –   µ0) .S

The calculated t value with 95% confidencelevel at 5 degrees of freedom is - 0.009152804.However, the tabulated t- test value with 95%confidence level at 5 degrees of freedom is0.065.Since, the calculated value is less than thetabulated value, therefore, we accept our nullhypothesis and conclude that there is nosignificant relationship between Company'sreported cash flows and the investors' investmentdecision making.For the purpose of performing the Chi-Square test the investor whose average score onthe statement of assertions is less than the averageof the all the respondents is categorised as "Non-

Educated Investor" and those whose averagescore is more is categorised as "EducatedInvestor".Chi-square test for testing associationbetween Gender and Impact of cash flow reportedon the investment decision makingNull Hypothesis (H0): There is no significantrelationship between Gender and Impact of cashflow reported on the investment decision making.Alternative Hypothesis (H1): There is asignificant relationship between Gender andImpact of cash flow reported on the investmentdecision making.

Where X = Mean of the sample, µ0 = assumed population mean, S = ∑(X – X ) = 0(X - X)2 / (n -1)And n = sample sizeHere, S= 0.659469142, n= 6, µ0 = 4.14Hence, t-test Statistics = -0.009152804
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The chi-square test statistics i.e.  
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Table 1.10.5
Title: Table of expected frequencies on the basis of Gender

Count of Respondent Column Labels Not Grand
Row Labels Educated Educated TotalFemale 42 27 69Male 158 122 280Grand Total 200 149 349

The calculated value of chi-square teststatistics with 95% confidence level at 1 degreesof freedom is 0.446248343. However, thetabulated chi-square value with 95% confidencelevel at 1 degrees of freedom is 3.84 whichgreater than calculated chi-square value.Therefore, we accept our null hypothesis andconclude that there is no significant relationshipbetween Gender and Impact of cash flow reportedon the investment decision making.Chi-square test for testing association

between Educational Qualification and Impact ofcash flow reported on the investment decisionmaking
Null Hypothesis (H0): There is no significantrelationship between Educational Qualificationand Impact of cash flow reported on theinvestment decision making
Alternative Hypothesis (H1): There is asignificant relationship between EducationalQualification and Impact of cash flow reported onthe investment decision making.
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Table 1.10.6

Title: Table of expected frequencies on the basis of educational qualification

Count of Respondent Column Labels Not Grand
Row Labels Educated Educated Total10th 9 8 17Below Metric 2 4 6HS 26 18 44PG 28 28 56Ph. D 5 3 8UG 130 88 218
Grand Total 200 149 349The chi-square test statistics i.e.
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The calculated value of chi-square teststatistics with 95% confidence level at 5 degreesof freedom is 3.39148008. However, the tabulatedchi-square value with 95% confidence level at 5degrees of freedom is 11.1 which greater thancalculated chi-square value. Therefore, we acceptour null hypothesis and conclude that there is nosignificant relationship between educationalqualification and Impact of cash flow reported onthe investment decision making.Chi-square test for testing associationbetween profession and Impact of cash flowreported on the investment decision making
Null Hypothesis (H0): There is no significantrelationship between occupation and Impact ofcash flow reported on the investment decisionmaking.
Alternative Hypothesis (H1): There is asignificant relationship between occupation andImpact of cash flow reported on the investmentdecision making.

Table 1.10.7
Title: Table of expected frequencies on the

basis of profession
Count of Respondent    Column Labels
Row Labels Educated Not Grand

Educated TotalBusiness 55 43 98Others 38 31 69Salaried 70 51 121Self Employed 37 24 61Grand Total 200 149 349
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The calculated value of chi-square teststatistics with 95% confidence level at 3 degreesof freedom is 0.4912642. However, the tabulatedchi-square value with 95% confidence level at 3degrees of freedom is 7.8147279 which greaterthan calculated chi-square value. Therefore, weaccept our null hypothesis and conclude thatthere is no significant relationship betweenoccupation and Impact of cash flow reported onthe investment decision making.

CONCLUSIONBased on the study conducted for the samplecollected from two towns, interpretation of theresults suggests several conclusions:(a) Individual investors are neither agree nordisagree about the impact of cash flowreported on their investment decision.However, theoretically is has been observed

that the cash flows reports plays a veryimportant role as the information about thecash generation capacity of the entity.(b) The Increased amount of cash or cashequivalent indicates better liquidity has thehighest impact on the investment decisionfollowed by the amount of cash realised byissue of Equity share indicates standing ofthe Company in Financial Market.(c) A sudden or unexpected sale of fixed assetshave the least impact on the investmentdecision of the shareholders.(d) The category of gender to which theshareholders belongs does not have anyimpact on the use of cash flow into theirinvestment decision making process. Itinterprets that the financial information areused irrespective of their gender by theinvestors.(e) The educational qualification of theshareholders also does not have any impacton the use of the reported cash flow intotheir investment decision making process. Itinterprets that the investors irrespective oftheir educational qualification depends onthe same kind of analysis or source ofinformation such as stockbrokers or advisoryservices.(f) Further it has also been found in the studythat neither the occupational background ofthe investors affects the use of reported cashflows by them in the investment decisionmaking process.Therefore, it may be concluded that thecash flow reports seems to be used less by theindividual investors. This may happen because ofthe population studied and the characteristics ofthe small town investors. It has also been observedthat the gender, educational qualification andoccupational background of the investors do nothave any impact on their use of reported cashflows into the investment decision makingprocess. The study concludes that investors withdifferent demographic profile have almost samekind of opinion about the impact of Companyearnings and cash flow on their investment
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78   [ ISSN 0973-936X ]decision. The reason for this may be theirdependence on the same kind of informationsource or may be using almost same amount ofanalysis. More ever, the individual investor mostlydepends on the non-accounting information fromdifferent sources. Thus, the understanding of thefinancial reports plays a vital role in the use ofsuch reports by the investors in their investmentdecision process.
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